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build back better, but governments will be truly constrained to
invest. How can we get private enterprises and new donors to
invest?
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Can the varied food preferences in hungry multicultural
communities be met from typical food aid sources??
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Is the nutritional relationship between soils and people not the
single most practical focal point or lever for sparking adaptable
systems that combine positive nutrition, health, and climate
impact?
Given that this issue is due to a lack of accessibility and
affordability of nutritious foods, what can science do to address
these two fundamental causes?
GMO scope in future
We the believers think there is a movement for true change to

I am a farmer in Portugal, Europe, I would like to have your
opinion on the importance of Genetic Engineering for providing
faster biofortified agric.products which could provide more
nutritional foodfo
To Dr Prabhu. What needs to be done ... how can we start in
order to create a paradigm shift of agriculture policy in favour
of production of affordable and accessible nutrient rich
food?s?re
Should variety release committees take micronutrient content
into consideration when deciding which new varieties are
released for use by farmers?
Specifically how do we provide nutritious foods that are
affordable for the hungry while bolstering farmer income
through value-added initiatives?
I need the views of the panel on vertical farming for growing
horticulture crops to provide nutrition.
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Thank you Jessica! Lots of talk of nutrition for the poor and
marginalized. But the framework of a "nutritious diet" is defined
by white westerners. What about culture and DE&I in nutrition
education?
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Hi! I am a student delegate and my thesis focuses on possible
factors that may affect the nutritional value of nuts. I wonder if
considering nuts’ nutritional values would be critical among food
and how to make nuts accessible as well as affordable for some
poor areas.
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